Year 4 block 3 Medium Term Curriculum Plan for Art 2021-2022
Block

Units

Key Targets and Learning Objectives
- Student has successfully expressed a
design idea with clarity in the car of the
future coloured drawing including labels to
describe specific features.
-To have understood how to mix tints and
tones using acrylic paints within a futurism
car themed painting.
- Understands the meaning of a
monochromatic colour scheme.

Activities

-Mix tints and tones using acrylic paints within a futurism car
themed painting.
- Develop artwork from a previous painting into a paper layer
collage to support the futurism art project.

Luigi Russolo

-Discuss and apply the characteristics of
Cubism to a Pablo Picasso inspired portrait.

-Apply the characteristics of Cubism to a Pablo Picasso inspired
portrait using the roll a Picasso activity game.

Portraits

-Apply the correct colour scheme to a
Mona Lisa watercolour painting.

Kensuke Koike
Pablo Picasso

-Recognise and identify a selection of
Cubism Artworks.
-Identify a selection of portraits from the
Renaissance art period.

Key Vocabulary

-Imagine and draw a car design for the future.

Futurism Art
project

3

Artists

-Students will be introduced to a selection of portraits from
different art movements and they will be asked to recognise and
identify which portraits belong to which art movement.

Leonardo Da
Vinci

Art movements,
Cubism,
Futurism,
Renaissance
period,
distortion,
Portraiture
Luigi Russolo
Kensuke Koike
Pablo Picasso

-Fill in the Mona Lisa portrait with watercolour paint using accurate
paint brush control and the correct colour scheme.

- Explore and recognize a selection of
distorted portraits of the Japanese artist
Kensuke Koike.

Apply Kensuke Koike’s style of image manipulation to a selection of
portrait photographs.

-Apply accurate proportion to a hand
sketched portrait of a person.

-Demonstrate an understanding of tone, highlight, shading and
proportion within a finished portrait.

Leonardo Da
Vinci

